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ed in this section on research related to
racial, ethnic, and gender diversity in
mass media content: "African Americans, Latinos, Asians, and Native
Americans in the Media," written by
Carolyn A. Stoman and Jannette L.
Dates, and "Adolescent Gender Role
Portrayals in Media: 1950 to the
Present," written by Jennifer L. Walsh
and L. Monique Ward.
The final two sections of The
Changing Portrayal of Adolescents in
the Media since 1950 offer one chapter
each to consider the new media of
video gaming and the Internet and,
lastly, provides conclusions on policy
implications of regulation of adolescent media portrayal and use. In the
chapter "The Games, they Are aChangin': Technological Advancements in Video Games and Implications for Effects on Youth," author
James D. Ivory provides an overview
of today's video game industry and
its audiences, and then reviews
research findings and theoretical
frameworks dealing with effects of
video games presently and in the projected future. Ivory prefaces his chapter with these words, "...complicating
an assessment of video games' effects
is the medium's extremely rapid evolution... and this advancement may
change the way video games affect
their players" (p. 348). Ivory ends his
chapter by writing about potential or
possible positive and negative effects
of video game play.
Still further, Linda A. Jackson
examines the impact of Internet use
on adolescents in a chapter of The
Changing Portrayal of Adolescents in
the Media since 1950. She provides
a broad, terse account of possible
Internet effects on youtb in a wide
range of social, cognitive, psycho-
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logical, and physical areas using
botb Utopian and dystopian perspectives.
The final section, "Policy Implications for Healthy Adolescent Development," consists of two chapters,
"Policy Intervention" by C. Edwin
Baker and "Conclusions" by Patrick E.
Jamieson, Amy Jordan, and Daniel
Romer. Baker draws on his background
as a legal scholar to evaluate possible
implications of policy regulations on
adolescent media use and adolescent
media portrayals. Although he raises
grave doubts about implementing government policy in tbe area, he nonetheless outlines possible interventions.
The book as a wbole encompasses
much more than its title initially seems
to imply; it holds a wealth of tbeoretical literature reviews and research
findings on the influence of media on
youth and by extension American society and culture as a wbole.
CRACE jACKSON-BROWN
GJACKSONBnOWN@MISSOURISTATE.EDU

Missouri State University
O Hammond, Michael and Lucy
Mazdon (eds.) (2005). The Contemporary Television Series. Edinburgb,
UK: Edinburgh University Press, pp.
260.
n Banet-Weiser, Sarah, Cynthia
Chris, and Anthony Freitas (eds.)
(2007). Cabte Visions: Television
Beyond Broadcasting. New York, NY:
New York University Press, pp. 368.
The ancient Creek philosopher
Heraclitus is often credited with the
saying that "one cannot put a foot in
the same river twice." His admonition.
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of course, refers to the constant movement of the water, thereby effectively
creating a different river every moment. The development of television is
much like that river. It is ever-changing. Books on the nature of television,
like those under review, allow us to see
a snapshot of a single moment in the
evolution of television. However, that
snapshot is left quickly behind and can
only tell us what television was and
not exactly what it is. While both of
these books make interesting reading
and have an important place in the literature of television, their references
to programs and technologies have
hecome very dated in only a few short
years after their publication.
In The Contemporary Television
Series, the editors have compiled
twelve essays that address, what they
call, the television series/serial form.
They define this form as programs that
are given detailed coverage in both
popular magazines and in the quality
press. They are shows that will be
issued on DVD and video, suggesting
that they will he watched more than
once. These programs will have a "life"
beyond everyday broadcasting (p. 4).
The series/serials described here are
not so much "television" programs as
they are "entertainment media." The
viewer is no longer tied to a broadcast
schedule, nor is she limited in the
number of times she may watch a given
program (limited by an outside programmer) or on what medium she
viewis the work. In reality, the word
"television" no longer functions as a
descriptor of these mass media.
The essays are divided into three
sections; "Histories," "The Series/
Serial Form," and "Receptions." Each
section is preceded by an introductory
essay written by one of the editors.
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These are followed by essays built
around programs that meet the definition ofthe "series/serial form."
Unfortunately, the programs referenced are very dated, and unless the
reader is very familiar with them,
much of the message is lost. By way of
example, the essays address programs
such as "thirtysomething," "Ally
McBeal," "The West Wing," and "Buffy
the Vampire Slayer." "The Sopranos" is
one of the newest programs subjected
to analysis. While many of these programs may have heen relatively familiar vehicles for analysis at the time of
the book's publication, they have now
receded into history for most younger
readers. For example, just this year one
of my colleagues experienced frustration in her introductory television
studies class because she had great difficulty finding one television series, for
an analysis project, that all thirty students had seen. This speaks voluines
about the changing role of television as
mass entertainment in our society.
In contrast, the introductory essays
are especially helpful and hold up fairly well over time. Despite a few dated
references to the "new TiVo" technology, each of the introductions could still
preface an entirely updated set of
essays that deal with newer programs
that illustrate many ofthe same points.
Certainly the ready availahility of DVR
technology to today's television viewers would impact any discussion ofthe
viewer's control over the texts of programs (p. 79).
Cable Visions: Television Beyond
Broadcasting is a collection of essays
that discuss the development of multi-channel pay television services in
the United States. Although the word
"cable" appears in the title, the issues
discussed cross platforms to include
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satellite television (which transmits
many of the same channels as traditional cahle television), as well as a
fleeting reference to the promise of
Internet television (p. 82). The book
is divided into three sections:
"Institutions and Audiences," "Channels," and "Cahle Programs: The
Platinum Age of Television?" Each section is preceded hy an introductory
essay.
The first section is a collection of
essays addressing the history of cahle
television, set against the hackdrop of
the failed regulatory scheme that stifled the promise of over-the-air hroadcasting. Cahle hegan as a means of
retransmitting broadcast signals to
underserved areas, but soon offered the
hope of shows that transcended the
"lowest common denominator" programming theory favored hy over-the
air broadcasters (p. 6). Because it was
not limited to one channel, cable did
turn hroadcast program theory on its
head. Instead of seeking to program to
a general audience, cable began seeking out niche markets. In so doing,
cahle would quite naturally hegin to air
programs that hroadcasters would not.
Spurred on hy fewer content regulations than their broadcast counterparts,
cahle producers and programmers
could take greater creative risks in
seeking to attract viewers.
The next collection of essays
huilds upon these concepts, and
addresses the growth of niche channels, such as "Discovery," "BET," and
"Nickelodeon." The essay, "Tunnel
Vision and Food: A Political-Economic
Analysis of Food Network," is especially enlightening. Author Cheri
Ketchum explains how the Food
Network, as part of mass media conglomerate E.W. Scripps, emharked on a
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series of steps that would eventually
take its brand far heyond that of a cable
channel (p. 170). The Food Network
integrates its Weh site into almost all of
its programming by posting recipes
and information directly related to programs. Also, anyone who has visited a
local retail outlet can view the results
of Food Network's phenomenal reach.
Shelves are stocked with any number
of cookbooks, cookware, and spices
that are written, endorsed, or concocted by homegrown Food Network stars
such as Paula Dean, Rachel Ray, and
Alton Brown.
The final collection of essays
focuses on specific programs and how
these have targeted niche audiences
not previously served by broadcast television.
Both books reviewed here provide
useful snapshots of American commercial television entertainment media in
the first decade of the twenty-first century. They also may help us understand how these mass media will continue their evolution. Factors such as
government regulation, developing
technologies, economic conditions,
and public demand all will play a part
in the growth or decline of television
as it currently exists. Since the essays in these books were written,
YouTube and other Internet video sites
have become more dominant forces on
the "legitimate" television scene.
CNN's iReport is hut one example. The
199O's cable idiom of public access television (that spawned the characters of
"Wayne's World") has heen eclipsed hy
the antics of do-it-yourself producers
on YouTuhe.
Indeed, just as cable's niche programming eclipsed broadcasting's
"least common denominator" approach, "on-demand" programming

pared by seasoned journalists, turned
educators.
William G. Gaines received a
Pulitzer Prize for reporting corruption
in Ghicago politics. He teaches at the
University of Illinois. Brant Houston
holds the Knight Ghair at the same
institution and taught previously at the
KENNETH CREECH University of Missouri-Golumbia's
journalism school. Houston also
KCREECH@BUTLER.EDU
Rutler University received recognition as an investigative
reporter at the Kansas City Star and
Hartford Courant. The co-authors of
D Gaines, William G. (2008). Inves- the third text on broadcast journalism.
tigative Journalism: Proven Strategies Debora Halpern Wenger and Deborah
for Reporting the Story. Washington, Potter, are veteran broadcast reporters.
Before joining Virginia Gommonwealth
DG; GQ Press, pp. 342.
University, Wenger was an executive
D Houston, Brant and Investigative producer and news director. Deborah
Potter is known for work as GBS correReporters and Editors, Inc. (2009). The
spondent, instructor at Poynter InstiInvestigative Reporter's Handbook: A
tute, and American Journalism Review
Guide to Documents. Databases and
columnist.
Techniques. Boston; Bedford/St. MarGaines' book provides an excellent
tin's, pp. 554.
overview to reporting—real and hypoD Wenger, Debora Halpern and thetical—based on experience conductDeborah Potter (2008). Advancing the ing major investigations. The writing is
Story: Broadcast Journalism in a conversational, with an eye toward
Multimedia World. Washington, DG; offering a practical outlook at what
they might uncover digging deep into a
GQ Press, pp. 352.
story. This includes background on
Seasoned educators lament the how many resources are required to
state of affairs in investigative report- take a serious, even-handed look at a
ing, or rather lack of attention to time- complex subject; surveying the details
honored traditions of investigation, on how to gain access to information
advanced reporting, or reporting-in- including public documents and datadepth—the by-product of media merg- bases, and how to sell the investigation
ers, consolidation, and cutbacks. Gould with a need to win over the necessary
there be a better time for texts to institutional support.
An early chapter on the use of the
address the role of investigative reporting in this era of our development? To Internet, while already somewhat
that end, three works are available. One dated, provides a useful overview. As
is a revision of a proven text, now in a one might expect, a topical outline of
fifth edition, by Investigative Reporters who, what, where, when. why. and
and Editors (IRE). The other two are how the needed-for resources are
new entries by GQ Press. Each was pre- expended on investigations follows. It

will necessitate yet another approach
to drawing viewers to shows.
Glearly we are entering the next
era of television. We have been "beyond broadcasting" for some time now,
and are rapidly moving beyond cable.
The river just keeps flowing.
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